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Background: The incidence of autoimmune thyroid diseases (ATD) may vary with the

beginning of reproductive function, although few reports differentiate the incidence before

and during the onset of puberty, examining gender bias. We analyzed onset of ATD

in a pediatric population to assess gender differences in onset age, disease subtype,

pubertal status, autoimmune co-morbidity, family history and treatment, focusing on the

interaction between gender and pubertal stage.

Patients and methods: We retrospectively recorded 382 children and adolescents

with ATD. In each patient physical examination was considered. The presence of other

associated autoimmune diseases (AAD) and familial predisposition was also recorded.

Results: Predominant prevalence was noted in females compared to males (p <

0.001), both in Hashimoto’s diseases (HD or HT) and Graves’ disease (GD) (p < 0.001).

Mean age at diagnosis showed no significant difference between sexes (p > 0.05). A

higher prevalence in pubertal subjects was noted compared to prepubertal (p < 0.001,

particularly HT in early and GD in late pubertal stage), without sexes difference intra-

(prepubertal vs. pubertal) and inter-puberty groups (prepubertal vs. early pubertal vs. late

pubertal). Both in HT and in GD, the prevalence of autoimmune associated diseases

(AAD) was higher in males compared to females (p = 0.04), with similar distribution

according to the pubertal maturation. The familial predisposition was similarly distributed

in both genders (p > 0.05) and into pubertal stages (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: Females are more prone to develop ATD during puberty, earlier in HT

than in GD. The effect of puberty is not different between genders, suggesting the

role of additional factors other than hormones. The screening for detection of ATD is

recommended in all patients with positive family history and other autoimmune diseases,

mostly in males. Considerations of gender in pediatrics could be important to define

pathogenic mechanisms of ATD and to help in early diagnosis and clinical management.
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INTRODUCTION

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (ATD), which includes both
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT) and Graves’ disease (GD), are
the most common etiology of acquired thyroid dysfunction in
pediatrics (1–3) ATD are characterized by the production of anti-
thyroid antibodies, by an infiltration of autoreactive B and T
lymphocytes into the thyroid parenchyma and by alterations in
thyroid function (hyperthyroidism in GD, normal function or
subclinical/overt hypothyroidism in HT) (4).

Both polyautoimmunity and familial autoimmunity are
typical findings of ATD (5, 6), supporting that the risk of
developing disease is related to genetic susceptibility, with
environmental factors playing a role in triggering disease
in susceptible individuals (7). Different genetic factors are
associated not only with susceptibility to a certain disease, but
also with specific autoantibodies and disease phenotypes (7).

In pediatrics, ATD usually occur in puberty (1, 2) but they
may occur at any time, rarely even in children under 1 year of
age (2). The incidence of autoimmune disease may vary with the
onset of reproductive function, although the incidence before and
during the onset of puberty. In particular, the consideration of
gender exist in examining the data in pediatric endocrinology,
whereas a higher incidence rate of ATD in the adult female
population is well-described (7). Reasons underlying a higher rate
of ATD diagnosis in women are unclear. Moreover, we lack a real
knowledge on gender-specific phenotypes.

That being so, we analyzed a pediatric population with
onset of ATD to assess the gender differences as regard
onset age, disease subtype, pubertal status, autoimmune co-
morbidity, family history and treatment, focusing on the
interaction between gender and pubertal stage. The gender
specific characteristics of disease across puberty may help early
diagnosis and clinical management.

METHODS

Patients
We retrospectively recorded 382 children and adolescents with
ATD (HT and GD) who have been referred to the Pediatric
Endocrinology and Diabetology Unit of the Fondazione IRCCS
Policlinico San Matteo for diagnosis and treatment over a
decade (2009–2019).

ATD diagnosis was based on the finding of one or
more positive thyroid autoantibodies and a characteristic
thyroid ultrasound, lacking homogeneity, with a hypogenic or
mixed echopattern.

In each patient, physical examination was performed. The
presence of eventual associated autoimmune diseases (AAD) at
the ATD diagnosis was also recorded.

Positive family history of autoimmune thyroid disorders was
collected (only first-degree relatives were considered significant)
in order to analyze the effect of familial predisposition on the
development of ATD.

The protocol was performed with the approval of the
Ethical Committee of Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico SanMatteo,
Pavia, Italy and according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All

participants or their responsible guardians were asked their
written consent after being informed about the nature of
the study.

Physical Examination
Physical examination of patients at first diagnosis included
evaluation of height, weight, BMI (calculated as body weight in
kilograms divided by height in meters squared), stages of puberty
according to Marshall and Tanner (8, 9).

Anthropometric and blood pressure measurements were
performed as previously described (10).

Pubertal development was classified as: prepubertal = Tanner
1; early puberty= Tanner 2–3; late puberty= Tanner 4–5.

Biochemical Data
TSH, FT4 and FT3 and anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies
(TPOAb), anti-thyroglobulin antibodies (TGAb) anti-
thyrotropin receptor antibodies (TRAb), were measured as
previously reported (11).

Thyroid ultrasound studies were performed by the same
operator (VC) with patients in a supine position with the neck
hyperextended, by using an Aloka machine (Aloka Prosound α5,
Aloka, Tokyo, Japan) with a 7–13 MHz linear transducer.

Statistical Analysis
Qualitative variables were described as counts and percentage
and the chi square test was used to compare the differences
between groups. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test the
normal distribution of quantitative variables. As quantitative
variables were normally distributed, the results were expressed
as the mean value and standard deviation (SD) and compared
between groups with t-test.

RESULTS

Overall Population With ATD
Out of the 382 patients with ATD (361 HT and 21 GD) included
in the study, 325 (85%) were females and 57 (15%) were males (p
< 0.001).Mean age at the diagnosis was 11.58±0.21 years without
significant sexes difference (females 11.55 ± 0.23 vs. males 11.73
± 0.47, p= 0.7).

Pre-pubertal status was present in 79 (20.9%) of our patients,
and pubertal condition in 298 (78%), p< 0.001; in particular early
puberty was recorded in 188 (49.74%) and late puberty in 111
(29.37%), p < 0.001, without sexes difference intra- (prepubertal
vs. pubertal p = 0.6) and inter-puberty groups (prepubertal vs.
early pubertal vs. late pubertal, p= 0.86), Figure 1.

AAD was noted in 100 (26.18%) of our overall population,
with higher prevalence in males compared to females (37.0%
vs. 24.31%, p = 0.04). Mean age of the subjects with
poliautoimmunity was similar compared to patients with a single
disease (11.45 ± 0.24 vs. 11.93 ± 0.81, p = 0.8) and there was
no difference between gender or according to pubertal stage
distribution (p > 0.05). Celiac disease was detected in 58 of
subjects (58%; 47F/11M, p < 0.01 and in 2 cases type 1 diabetes
was also present), type 1 diabetes in 19 (19%; 13F/6M, p <

0.01), autoimmune gastritis 6 (6%; 3M/3F, p < 0.01), vitiligo 11
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FIGURE 1 | Sex distribution of autoimmune thyroid diseases according to

pubertal stages.

(11%; 9F/2M, p < 0.01), and alopecia in 9 (9%; 8F/1M, p <

0.01) children.
Positive family history of autoimmune diseases was reported

in 204 of our patients (53.83%), without difference in prevalence
between males and females (p = 0.7). Mean age at onset was
not different in patients with or without a positive family history

(11.77±0.26 vs. 11.29 ± 0.35, respectively, p = 0.3), as well
as the gender lineage did not make any difference (p = 0.25).
Distribution of the pubertal maturation in the groups with or
without positive family history was similar taking into account
the gender bias (p= 0.21 and p= 0.84, respectively).

At the onset of disease, hormonal treatment was started in
204 (53.4%; 183 with L-thyroxine and 21 with metimazole) of
children and the rate was similar in males and females (p = 0.8)
with no gender difference also according to pre- and pubertal
condition (p= 0.6 and p= 0.8, respectively).

Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis (HT)
Out of the 382 patients with ATD, 361 subjects were diagnosed
with HT, with predominance of female population (F = 306,
84.7% vs. M = 55, 15.2%, p < 0.001). Mean age at diagnosis was
11.58 ± 0.21 years without significant difference between gender
(females 11.55± 0.23 vs. males 11.73±0.47, p= 0.7).

Pre-pubertal status was detected in 21.3% of our patients,
and pubertal condition in 78.7%, p < 0.001; in particular, early
puberty was recorded in 50.57% and late puberty in 28.14%, p
< 0.001, without difference between gender intra- (prepubertal
vs. pubertal, p = 0.61) and inter-puberty groups (prepubertal vs.
early pubertal vs. late pubertal, p= 0.9), Figure 1.

AAD was diagnosed in 27.14% of the study sample with
ATD, with higher prevalence in males compared to females
(36.84% vs. 19.38%, p < 0.01). The mean age of the patients with
poliautoimmunity was similar in comparison with those carrying
only one disease (11.45 ± 0.24 vs. 11.93 ± 0.81, p = 0.8); no
difference between gender was found (p= 0.9). Celiac disease was
detected in 56 of subjects (56%; 47F/9M, p< 0.01), type 1 diabetes
mellitus in 17 (17%; 13F/4M, p < 0.01), autoimmune gastritis in
6 (3F/3M; 6%; p < 0.01), vitiligo in 11 (11.2%; 8F/2M, p < 0.01),
and alopecia in 9 (9.1%; 8F/1M, p < 0.01) children. Distribution
of the pubertal stages in the patients with or without associated
autoimmune diseases was not different according to the gender
(p= 0.9 and p= 0.4, respectively).

Positive familiarity for autoimmune diseases was reported in
54.47% of our patients, without a different prevalence between
males and females (p = 0.7). Mean age at onset in subjects
with positive familiarity was not different compared to patients
without (11.77± 0.26 vs. 11.29± 0.35, respectively, p= 0.3) and
no difference was evident according to gender lineage (p= 0.25).
Even the distribution of the pubertal stages in the groups with
or without a positive family history was not different taking into
account the gender bias (p= 0.2 and p= 0.8, respectively).

At the onset of disease, hormonal treatment with L-thyroxine
was started in 183 of children (47.9%) and the rate was similar
in males and females (p= 0.8). No significant difference between
gender according to the presence of both polyautoimmunity and
puberty (p = 0.3 and p = 0.5, respectively). In our series, all
patients were adequately treated, with a good control of signs
and symptoms.

Graves’ Disease (GD)
Out of the 382 patients with ATD, 21 subjects were diagnosed
with GD, with a higher prevalence in females (F = 19, 90.4%
vs. M = 2, 9.5%, p < 0.001). Mean age at diagnosis was not
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different in females compared to males (12.14 ± 0.74 vs. 12.76
± 2.76 years, p= 0.6).

Pre-pubertal status was recorded in 19.0% of patients and
pubertal condition in 81%, p < 0.001, with predominance of late
puberty (early puberty 33.0%vs. late puberty in 47.62%, p= 0.03);
no gender difference between intra- (prepubertal vs. pubertal p=
0.8) and inter-puberty groups (prepubertal vs. early pubertal vs.
late pubertal, p= 0.9) was documented, Figure 1.

Associated autoimmune diseases was detected in 2 males
patients (9.52%, p < 0.01), that presented both CD and type 1
diabetes, and were at late puberty.

A positive familiarity for autoimmune diseases was reported
in 42.86% of patients, without difference in prevalence between
males and females (p = 0.8). Mean age at onset was not different
in subjects with or without a positive family history (12.84±0.70
vs. 11.0±0.50, respectively, p = 0.4) and according to the gender
lineage (p = 0.25). Distribution of the pubertal stages in the
groups with or without familiarity was not different according to
the gender (p= 0.3).

At the onset of disease, metimazole was started in all patients,
with a good response in each of them.

DISCUSSION

Predominance of ATD, both HT and GD, was confirmed in
females pediatric and adolescent population. Puberty represents
a crucial period for ATD development, without significant
gender difference according to pubertal stages. In HT early
puberty is a period at greater risk for diagnosis, whereas in
GD late puberty is more represented. Poliautoimmunity is
more frequent in males compared to females. By contrast,
familial predisposition was similarly between genders and into
pubertal stages.

The gender differences existing in autoimmune thyroid
disease follow a female bias (7) even in a pediatric population,
which has displayed a female preponderance of 2 : 1 (3). Different
factors may underlie this striking gender difference, including
genetic effects, gender differences in sex hormones, immune
response and organ vulnerability (7).

Evidence in favor of a genetic basis for the ATD is abundant
and the factors that might influence the development of
autoimmune disease may be related to genetic susceptibility,
chromosomal differences, or epigenetics (12–16).

Genetic studies of patients with autoimmune disorders,
including ATD, have shown the role of the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC), as compared with other
genome areas (17). The association between HLA genes and
autoimmune disorders shows a gender bias toward females (17),
justifying the predominance of autoimmune diseases, including
ATD, in the female population (3, 5, 17, 18).

Findings reported in our series are in line with the
evidence that ATD is often accompanied by other organ-specific
autoimmune disorders, confirming that common genetic factors
may prejudice an individual to developing autoimmunity (7).
Although the exact pathogenic mechanism of the coexistence
of autoimmune diseases has not been clearly elucidated, the

role of HLA haplotypes, such as HLA-B8 and -DR3, in the
overlapping of autoimmune disorders was well-supported by
higher frequency of these haplotypes in several diseases (19, 20).

We confirmed the higher prevalence of ATD in females.
Moreover, we showed that the prevalence of AAD was higher
in males compared to females. This result supports that non-
HLA genes, such as Polymorphisms in cytotoxic T-lymphocyte
anti- gen-4, acid phosphatase locus 1, Discs large homolog 5,
interleukin-10, and apolipoprotein E, may be also associated
with susceptibility to multiple autoimmune disease (7, 21).
Additionally, the stronger susceptibility in women, may support
a possible pathogenic role for mechanisms related to genes on
the X-chromosome, as reported in animal models (22–25), even
though the role of Y chromosome in autoimmune disease and in
poliautoimmunity could be not excluded.

The observed familial predisposition to GD and HT confirms
the crucial role of the genetic component in the development
of this disease. Indeed, we documented that more than 50% of
subjects with ATD presented a positive family history, supporting
the notion that maternal and paternal inheritance may also
contribute to the pathogenesis of autoimmune disease. The lack
of the gender specific familial risk suggests that the interaction
of genes and environmental factors may underlie parental
inheritance of autoimmunity (26).

In adults, a difference between males and females are reported
in age at onset of ATD (27). In this study in pediatrics, the
gender difference is not evident, but we noted the importance of
pubertal stages given the higher prevalence in pubertal compared
to prepubertal subjects. These results may confirm that exposure
to hormonal changes during puberty plays a fundamental role
in immune function (5, 7, 17, 28–30) and consequently in the
development of ATD. In our population this is not gender
specific, supporting that factors other than hormones, such as
environmental effects, could influence the effect of puberty on the
disease state (7).

We are aware that there are some limitations in our study
starting from recognizing that the retrospective design has
numerous disadvantages with an inferior level of evidence. Of
note, we did not observe a gender difference in the severity
among ATD, as it has been previously reported (7). However,
we recorded only the start and the response to treatments, as
an index of severity of the disease, and our data do not exclude
the effect of the young age on a good prognosis (3, 5, 7). On
the other hand, other factors, such as type of symptoms, goiter,
ophthalmopathy, hormonal levels would have been necessary to
confirm the severity of the disease. Additionally, in this report
no environmental factors related to susceptibility to GD and HT,
as well as to disease manifestations, have been taken into account
(7, 26). Further prospective studies are mandatory to gain a better
insight into this research topic.

In conclusion, females are more prone to develop ATD
during puberty, in particularly HT in early stage and GD in
late stage. The impact of puberty is not different in females
and males, supporting the role of additional factors other
than sex hormones. We recommend screening for detection
of ATD in all children and adolescents with positive family
history and other autoimmune diseases, especially in males.
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Considerations of gender in pediatrics could be important to
define pathogenic mechanisms of ATD and to help in early
diagnosis and clinical management.
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